ENGLISH
Poetry: Poems to Perform
Fiction: Stories with familiar settings
Non-Fiction: Non-Chronological Report
Reading: Destination Reader
Dictionary Skills
Core Texts: Stone Age Boy, Ug-ALug, Woolly
GPS: a and an, word families, time
conjunctions, paragraphs, present
perfect tense, inverted commas for
speech
SCIENCE
Rock Detectives: Appearance and
properties of rocks, how fossils are
formed, how soil in made
Our Changing World: Trees

In Year 3, the children will be exploring how Great Britain has evolved
over the centuries. This topic will help the children compare their lives
now with life in the Stone Age. How? They will become time-travellers
and will explore life in the Stone Age, where people had to hunt and
gather their food...not just go to the supermarket!
The children will have the opportunity to use a range of general and
specific vocabulary, improve their enquiry and questioning skills. They
will read Stone Age themed stories, information books, re-tell stories,
as well as becoming budding journalists who will write their own newspaper reports and recounts.
WOW:
Museum of London
A Stone-Age Feast
Elmstead Woods (Science)
Chinbrook Meadows
Winter Walk

P.E.
Coach
Gymnastics unit 1
Dance
Games
COMPUTING
Coding: Debugging
Spreadsheets: Mathematical uses
Online Safety:
Safety in Numbers

ART
Improve mastery of art and design techniques with a range of materials (chalk)
D.T.
Stiff and Flexible materials (clay)
MUSIC
Drumming: Playing in ensemble contexts, using instruments with
increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression, develop an
understanding of the history of music

MATHEMATICS
Place Value
Addition and Subtraction
Multiplication and Division
HISTORY
Changes in Britain from the Stone Age
to the Iron Age
GEOGRAPHY
Use of maps, atlases, globes and digital mapping
R.E.
Judaism 1: Shabbat – a day of Rest
Judaism 1: Shabbat – a day of Rest
Christmas: How is Christmas celebrated by Christians in other countries?
PSHEC
Recognise their actions affect themselves and others
RSE
Differences between males and females
SPANISH
About me
Yo
Songs and Games
Canciones y Juegos

